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"And she brought forth her firstborn son, and wrapped him in swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger: because there was no room for them
in the inn. And there were in the same country shepherds abiding in the field,
keeping watch over their flock by night. And. lo, the angel of the Lord came
upon them, and the glory of the Lord shone round about them: and they were
sore afraid. And the angel said unto them , Fear not: for. behold. I bring you
good tidings of great JOY, which shall be to all people" (Luke 2:7-10).
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, Each issue of "Word and Wort" i1 prepared
~ith a view to setting forth the Full Gospel
euage: Salvation througli laith in the atoning
lood of the Son of God, Healing by His
ripes, Holy Living through His indwellina, the
•~ aplism of the Holy Ghost as originally received
!on the day of Pentecost, and the Second CominR
our Lord and Saviour Je1u1 Christ. It also
tresenls current mailers taking place in the world
and how they fit in God's divine program.
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assistance in getting new subscribers and pullinR
'.'Word and Worf· on its soul-saving ministry.
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LEGAL FORM OF BEQUEST
For the information of any who may wish
to make provisions in their wills for BETHEL
HOME FOR THE ACED, an incorporated H.ome,
where, under God, we care for retired Mini,tcrs,
Missionaries and Christian Workcn, we aive
the following legal form of bequest:
"J hereby give, devise, and bequeath unto
1
ftTHEL HOME FOR THE ACED, of 7 Auburn
.Street, F raminaham, Massachuset11, a charitable
religious corporation, organized and exi I·
ing under the laws of ~ Commonwealth of
Mauachu1ct11, the sum of • . . . . . . . . . dollars
lo be paid out of any real or personal estate
owned by me al my decease."
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TRACTS: Sample package 35c; 50c lb., or
3 Iba., for $1.00. Our low price, and choice
tracll uil brinaina orders from larae tract uaeu.

tbe crowning of earthly potentates is characterized with surpa sing
plendors, and the highest honors of
a nation with magnificent and elaborate ceremonies, who then can describe
the glories which will attend the
crowning of the King Eternal. the
One high over all. the King of king
and Lord of lords, the Sovereign of
eartl1 and heaven! Oh! it will be indescribably wonderful the things that
will characterize thi grand , prospective. culminative crowning Day.
It is said that the Crown of England contains eventeen hundred diamonds, that the Russian Imperial
crown is set with twenty-five hundred
diamonds, and that the Crown of
France was bedecked and incrusted
with fifty-three hundred and fiftytwo of these precious stones, gleaming, glittering stones. The first Napolen, in the flush and fervor of an
indomitable conqueror, on one occasion presented to Pius the eighteenth a
magnificent, shining coronet, the commercial value of which amounted to
the ~normous and astounding sum of
forty-five thou and dollars! Its three
beautiful circlets were incrusted with
himmering saphires, emeralds, rubies,
p~arls, and diamonds; and the great
b.illiant, blazing emerald at its apex
is said to be the most beautiful in
the world.
Oh but just think, just listen a
moment. In Heaven's inimitable, immortal history this Day, this Crown,
1his crowning, and this glorious One
who is to be ~rowned will go down in
divine annals as surpassing and transcending the combined glory of all
other like events. Among the wonderful beings following in His Processiona I of ineffable glory will be
angels, archangel , principalities, and
powers, thrones and dominions, and
all th• millions of earth who have
been redeemed by His Blood the like,
of which no mortal eye has ever beheld no mortal heart has ever con
c, ivcd of. The wonderful coronet
w ,1ich will forever encircle His blessed
brow will be bestudded with myriads
of prl'cious, priceless, living gems, any
one of which, the great Mascer gn rs
l'5 to understand, is of more comm"rcial vJluc than the entire wealth
of this world. They marcb on through
th~ 9Jt.?s and veil their happy faces
Js t bey begin to encircle the great
white throne. tlK center of the HeavMI\' univc>•s·'. Suddenly the whole
he:iv1 nlv world 5elffiS to rock and
r.11i\'C'r with living pe.111s of indescrib-

abk music. Every being and C\~ ry in strument seems to be employed, Th'
great organ of eternity is thundering its tremulous tones: every golden
harp chord IS vibrating with the most
exquisite music: all the silvery bells
from their golden domes are ringing
out a merry peal; Heaven's immortal
bands arc rolling forth their loudest,
sweetest trains; the immortal choirs
c;hour the song of the Lamb.
Everything in Heaven seems to be
pouring forth unutterable music. It
seem to ripple from Heaven's mirr0ring creams: dash , splash. and sparkle
from its crystal fountains; 1um bcr and
roll from its eternal hills, and era h
and burst in great harmonious trains
from every nook and corner, and
sweep on in mighty volume to every
part of Heaven's vast domain.
Whal meaneth this tremendous and
tumultuous outburst of holy rapture?
What meaneth the waving of these
victorious palms? What meaneth this?
Why, the King! The King! The eternal King is riding through.
Behold He cometh. Every eye shall
see Him! Everyone eager to fall at His
feet. He rides the white horse of the
universal triumph'. Every scepter in
His blessed hand, every diadem bedrcks His glittering brow! Everyone
know Him: in His bands and feet are
n~il print . Of this vast white robed
throng He is the only one who e ves
ture is dipped in Blood .
In rapid uccession He rides by
rank after rank of shining beings and
finally reaches the throne of God, the
Father, and delivers up tbe purchase of
His blood, the spoils from this world
gathered by years of bloody conquest,
takino- these immortal trophies before thi assembled and admiring universe, and weaving them into a
crown, amid the greatest outburst of
shout, that Heaven has ever known
and Heaven's Hero.
1.IF

AND CHARACTER

Life may be perfect though it be
rnea•L1rcd by the brief p:in of the
flowu·ing lily rather than th years of
the ~narled oak of l he fore\t. The
oak may at last fall in the storm of
years to lie as a log in the mud: while
the lily, though brief be its span, may
bed ics fragrance and wcct pcrfuml'
on the spring tune air. Life is not
mt·.1st1red in years, but in deeds. Not
in sin w and muscle is strength, but
.1
in character. W. R. McCafferltJ.
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Wonderful truths will be discovered if we ask ''Why?" of almost any
of the cities of our Lord's life on
earth. Wby was Nazareth the place
where Jesus spent nearly thirty years
of His life among men? Have you
ever wondered why He did more during His ministry in and near the city
of Capernaum than any other city in
all of Palestine? Why was it a wildetness in which Jesus was tempted?
Why was Bethany the place of retreat for Him during Passion Week?
Of no city of the Bible, with the
single exception of Jerusalem, can
truths be revealed to the reverent
questioner as the city of Bethlehem.
(JI POINTS TO THE lNCARNATION
Bethlehem is a Hebrew word, compounded of Beth and /ehem, or in
Hebrew of bayith and /echem. The
word beth ( or bavith) is the Hebrew
word for house, and is so translated
in our Bibles over eighteen hundred
times. Often it is used when reference
is made to the Tabernacle, or the
Temple, i. e., to the house of the
Lord (e.g., Ex. 23: 19; 34:26; l
Sam. 1 : 7 ; II Sam. 7 : 5, 13 ; II Chron.
2:1-12; 3:1-15; 6:2-38; Zech. 1:
16; 14:20, 21). A house is, of
course, the place where a person lives,
where be abides. Occasionally both in
the Old Testament ( e.g., Eccl. 12: 3) ,
and in the New Testament• (II Cor.
5 : l) , the word "house" refers to the
human body, in which a person lives.
Now the Lord Jesus called His own
body a dwelling-place, a temple
(John 2:19); '·He spake of rhe temple of His body" (v. 20): and it was
in this very place, Bethlehem, the
house of bread, that Hi earthly house,
the house of flesh in which He lived
for over thirty years, was born into
the world.
The word beth is often used in
combination with other words, for
names of towns and cities--e.g.,
Bethany-house of dates (Mark 11:
1. JI, 12: 14:3, etc.): Bethelhouse of God ( Gen. 12: 8; 11: 3: 28:
17: ~5:3-16, etc.); Beth-aven house of iniquity (Josh. 7: 2: 18: 12:
Hosea 4: 15, etc); Bethpage-house
of figs (Matt. 21: l, etc.).
The second part of the word Bethlebl!m means bread, and so it is translated over two hundred times in the
Old Testament. Tbus Bethlehem
means, literally, hou e of bread. It
po ·sessed on the little plain below its
m untain rang', 1'Vd and deep
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earthed arable land, unusual in this
region, and on this land barley, perhaps at times wheat was grown. Bethlehem possessed a granary. From this
city bread was supplied.
If the word "house" has definite
significance in considering the body
of Jesus, which was born here, how
much more the word "bread"! If
Jesus indirectly referred to His body
as "this temple" at the beginning of
His public ministry, He very directly
spoke of His body as "the living
bread." in His great discourse after
the feeding of the five thousand. "M rJ
Father giveth you the true bread out
of Heaven. For the bread of God is
that which cometh down out of Heav-

Cor. l O: I 6) . And when did the
eternal Son of God become flesh, become bread for us?-when He was
born at Bethlehem. the house of bread.
Thus. in a double way, does tbe name
of the place where Jesus came into the
world, in a body prepared for Him,
point, as it were. prophetically, t'o
chat ireat event: here was held in
Mary's arms the precious temple
(house) in which Christ was to live
and die for us; here the world was
presented with the Bread of God, His
Son available for men-Bethlehem as
the house was the place of His house's
first appearing; as bread, the place
where our Saviour took our flesh;
which was to be broken for us.

tj
PRAYER
"Men ought always lo pra:y" (Luke 18:1).

Prayer is the mountini of a heart
To heavenly places high,
In separalion from the world,
To voice its inmost cry.
Prayer is communion with our God,
An inner, holy hush,
Silence as strangely intimate
As dawn'• first genlle blush.
Prayer is lhe music of a heart,
Joyous and glad and bright,
As strings swept by a master hand
Respond from pure delight.
Prayer is an agony of soul ;
The Spirit groans within;
For those in depths of wrelchednen,
For crealures lost in sin.
Prayer, precious prayer! 0 Christ divine,
Teach us its secret. bless'd I
Instill Thy longings in our hearts,
Find them lhrough us expressed.
Frances Ure.
-~~~

en, and g1tJeth life unto the world ....
1 am the living bread which came
down out of Heaven: If any man eat
of this bread, he shall live forever:
yea and the bread which I will give
rs My flesh. for the life of the world"
(John 6:32b, 33, 51, R. V.). On the
only occasion on which Jesus spoke
of His own flesh ( except Luke 24:
39, where the phrase "my flesh" does
not occur) He referred to it figuratively as "bread." Moreover, at the
Last Supper, he actually took bread,
and broke it before His disciples, saying-" This is My body which is
given for you.. ( Luk? 22: 19; Matt.
26 :26; Mark I 4:22). "The bread
which we break, is it not the Communion of the bodtJ of Christ?"' (I

CHRIST'S NATIVITY MUST BE
IN JUDAH

Before the Book of Genesis closed,
nearly seventeen hundred years before
the birth of Jesus, it was predicted
that Christ would be of the tribe rif
Judah.
The writer of the Epistle to the
Hebrews affirms, "it is evident that
our Lord sprang out of Judah" (Heb.
7; 14). In Heaven He is acknowledged to be "the Lion of the tribe of
Judah, the Root of David" (Rev.
5:5; cf. Gen. 49:9).
(JI A CITY OF MOTHERHOOD
The first time Bethlehem appears
in the Old Testament history is in
connection with motherhood, with
th~ birth of a son, just as its final appearance, and its greatest event, is also in relation to motherhood and the
birth of a son. No woman in the first
thousand years of Hebrew history was
loved with the passion and adoration
with which Raebel wa loved by Jacob.
So many things in the Book of
Ruth speak to us of the Redeemer,
Who, thirteen hundred years later.
was to be born there, that we hardly
know where to stop in finding precious truths in this beautiful book
related to the Advent of Him Who
was to make Bethlehem forever famous. This book is the only one in
the Bible devoted to tbe domestic history of a woman a stranger in Israel.
but Lbat womaP. was the Mary of the
Old Testament. We noticed that the
name of Bethlehem meant ''house of
bread.·' Here in these four chapters
words are piled· up relating to the
growing and harvesting of grain.
Supremely, however, the Book of
(Continued on pait 15)
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Tanks

By Frank lsensee, Modesto, California
" The appearance of them is as the appearance of horsemen , and as horsem en so shall they run. " (Joel 2 : 4 ) .
We ~ust stop to realize that the
passage above was written nearly
THREE THOUSAND YEARS AGO by
the prophet Joel. In the vision thaL
God gave him Joel did NOT see horses
in this particular scene, but something
that LOOKED like horses and that ran
LIKE horses. In Joel 2: 3 we read as
follows: "A fire deuoureth before
them and behind them a flame burneth." At no time in the history of this
earth bas anything appeared on the
scent that looked and ran like horses,
belching fire from front and rear until WAR TANKS were invented . The
ancient prophets knew nothing of our
modern terms of expression. By car~fully applying these terms as we study
this particular phase of the prophet's
vision we are due for a thrilling story.
A true story that beats all the socalled newspaper SCOOPS of the land.
God tells us in Isaiah 42: 9, "Behold the forrrier things are come to
pass, and new things do I declare
BEFORE they spring torth I tell you
of them." NEW THINGS BEFORE they
come to pass are being told by Joel
and here we have before us the story
of how war tanks are one of the NEW
THINGS coming to pass and what an
important part they will play in the
next war.
Different phases of the tribulation
period are recorded in the book of
Joel. Especially that part of the last
great world conflict as concerns the
war tanks. For the reader to get a
clear understanding that this book
was written especially for our day let
us read the first chapter and third
verse:
"Tell ye your children of it, and let
your children tell their children, and
their children another generation."
Again in Joel 3: 9 we read, "Proclaim ye this among the Gentiles."
Here we read of those warnings that
were passed down from one generation to another for the sole benefit
of this GENTILE age. Especially the
last days previous to the ushering in
of the Millennial reign which is so
gloriously described in Joel 2: 18, 27.
Much publicity has been given to
the modern inventions of war-fare
but the war tanks stand out in a class
of their own. Nations today are setfing aside the tank battalions as a

separate unit, independent of the rest
of the army . In fact they are a comp!ete army in themselves. Many de tails of their construction are secretive.
What has been gleaned by the public
is enough though, to make one realize
what an important factor they are in
modern war-fare . So important that
Joel covered seven verses (Joel 6 :3-9 )
in an account of the part they will
play in the Battle of Armageddon.
In numerical strength they are listed
in the thousands by the leading nations. In maneuvers they have been
known to travel close to a mile per
minute. Have hit obstacles and leaped
for 35 feet in the air before landing .
They swim swift currents and climb
almost perpendicularly. Their machine guns are equipped to belch out
thousands of shots per minute. Also
equipped with liquid flame throwers
and gas spreading apparatus. Can
climb over any barbed wire entanglement and force their way through
!'.olid brick walls of extreme thickness.
can be made air-tight for gas attacks
and defy flames or shell fire .
Anof h er account of th eir importance as told in the Word of God can
be found in Nahum 2 : 3: "The chariots shall be with FLAMING TORCHES
in the DAY OF Hrs PREPARATION."
In the next verse we read how they
shall RAGE in the streets. That is
exactly what has been taking place
in the streets of Spain recently. War
• t h eir war
tanks pave RAGED along m
•
fury and h ave actually smashed t h e1r
•
way into houses in their course o r
clearing out snipers. Joel 12 : 9 :
"Thell shall run to and fro in the
cir(J. They shall run upon the WALL.
They shall climb UP UPON the
houses: they shall enter in at tht
WINDOWS like a thief.,,
In the ninth chapter of Revelation,
we have another account of the Great
Tribulation that leads to the final
battle of Armageddon. The descrip tions here are a bit more complex to
the average Bible student, but in a
careful study of the 17th verse we
learn of these peculiar horsemen who
have BREASTPLATES OF FIRE and out
of their mouth will issue FIRE and
SMOKE and BRIMSTONE. In the 19th
verse it says their power is in their

MOUTH an d in their TAILS anJ wit li
them they do HURT.
Let us again repeat Joel l : 2-3 and
note a clear comp<1r ison to Revelation
9 : 19: " A fire deuoureth before them
and behind them a flame burneth."
The modern war tank is so equipped
that they are able to sh oot from front
or rear. If the reader will note care fully, he will learn that there are
three different types of death-dealing
apparatuses on these tanks according
to Rev. 9:18 : " Bl/ fire , smoke, and
brimstone." In the language of our
day, we can apply the names such as
SHELL FIRE, FLAME THROWERS . and
POISON GAS. Enough is known concerning shell fire and poison gas with O' 't giving soace here to details. To
the reader who may not have learned
much concerning modern flame
throwers it may be surprising to know
, 1-, at they are so perfected today that
from a distance of several hundred
yards, the flesh of a person can be
burned from the bones before he falls .
In Zechariah we read as follows.
" And this shall be the plaaue where
with the Lord will smite all the people that haue fought ar,ainst Jerusa lem: their flesh shall CONSUME aW'1l/
while rheu stand upon their feet:
their eyes shall consume awal/ in their
holes. and their tonque shall consume
h"
· h ·
awal/ m t err mout .
This is not pleasant reading but
they are plain facts from the Word of
God: and today's current events are
throwing the spot lights as never before upon those facts. Leaders in
Europe claim there will be but FEW
people left after the next war. That
is exactly what God told Isaiah to
write 2700 years ago :
" Therefore hath the curse deuoured the earth and they that dwell
therein are desolate. therefore the in hnhitants of the earth are burned and
FEW MEN LEFT" (Isaiah 24: 61) .
Like the rest of the prophets of
old. Joel saw clearly different scenes
of our time and was commanded by
God to record the same for a purpose.
Namely: to warn mankind that the
Bible is the living truth and according
to the prophet Habakkuk 2:2 that be
who reads may run to the safety of
We must remember
Christ Jesus.
(( un1in11,J on page 15)
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THE TWO FOUNDA TI ON S
By Rachel Harper Sizelove, l 902S1anfey Avenue, Long Beach, California

There is a danger of profession,
without possesion. Jesus said, '"Except a man be born again, he cannot
see the kingdom of God." Again in
Matt. 7:21 Jesus said, "Noteverl/ one
that saith unto Me, Lord , Lord, shall
enter into the Kingdom of heaven;
but he that doeth the will of mv Father which is in heaven." The necessity of the new birth grows out of
the incapacity of the natural man to
see or enter into the KinQ;dom of God.
However, refined, moral or gifted, the
natural man is absolutely blind to
spiritual truth, and impotent to enter the Kingdom. for he can neither
cbcy, underJtand, nor please God.
"So then, they that are in the Flesh
can not please God" (Rom. 8: 8) .
''That which is born of th.! flesh is
flesh:" ( John 3: 6). This means the
natural birth. the mother birth or
water birth. How many in the world
today, who teach that if you are baptized in water you are born again,
when the Word of God so plainly
tells us what this water birth is.
John 3: 6 tells us, "That which is
horn of the flesh is flesh. and that
which is born of the Spirit is Spirit."
Hence the two births are plainly explained. "Marvel not that I said unto thee. ye must be born again." The
new birth is not a reformation of the
old nature, but a creative act of the
Holy Spirit. The condition of the
New Birth is faith in Christ, crucified.
Through the new birth the believer
becomes a p1rtaker of the Divine nature and of thi> life. of Christ, himself.
Gal. 2:20, "/ am crucifi.ed with
Christ, neverthPless. I live; qet not I.
but Christ live1 h in me; and the life
which I now liue in the flesh I live
hr./ the faith of the Son of God, who
loved me. and oave himself For me."
How many today are professing to be
God's children when they have never
been born in to the family above. In
Romans 8: 16 we read, "The Spirit
itself beareth witness with our spirit.
that we are the children of God." This
is the keystone to our exoerience. The
witness of the Spirit. We can afford
to be deceived concerning the things
of this life but we cannot afford to
be deceived in regard to our eternal salvarion. when the Word so plainly tells
Uf "Ye must be born aqain."
(J

TWO FOUNDATIONS

',;.There fore
whosoever hearet h
the'ie sayings of Mine: and doeth

them, I will liken him unto a wise
man. which built his house upon a
rock: (Christ) the rain descended and
1he floods came. and the winds blew.
and beat upon that house; and it fell
not: for it was founded upon a ro-::k
( Christ the Chief Corner Stone) . "
"And everyone that heareth these sayings of Mine, and doeth them not,
shall be likened unto a foolish man,
which built his hcuse upon the sand:
and the rain descended. and the Floods
came, and the winrfs blew, and beat
upon that housP: and it fell and qreat
was the fall of ii .. (Matt. 7 :24-27).
Dear reader. upon which foundtion
are you build in~? Have you the witness of the Soirit that you have passed from death unro life? What is the
keystone to all our experience? If not
you may know it without the shadow
of a doubt, by callinQ; upon the Lord.
For in the day you seek Him with the
whole heart He will be found of you.

CHELSEA, MASS.
The Editor of Word and Work bas
asked me to write something about
the evangelist;c campaign in Chelsea.
To the glory of God let me say, His
presence and power was with us from
start to finish, we trust there will be
no finish but the revival will sweep
on until Jesus comes. We did not
keep a record of the number saved,

There is a spot to me more dear than
native vale or mountain;
A spot for which affections tear Flows
qrateful from its Foutain.
It's not where kindred hearts abound.
though that is almost heaven,
But it is where I fi.rst mq Saviour
f(?und, and felt my sins Forgrven.
Hard was the toil to reach the shore,
fonrr to~~ed uoon the ocean,
Above me W!1s the thunder's roll. beneath the waves commotion;
Darkly the pall of night was thrown
around me. thick with terror,
In that dark hour how did mr./ groans
ascend for years of error.
Sinking and panting as for breath.
I knew not help was near me.
I cried "O! save me Lord from death
immortal. Jesus hear me."
Then quick as thouqht I felt Him
mine, my Saviour stood before
me;
I saw the brightness 'round me shine.
and shouted Glorq I Glory!

0, sacred spot! 0 hallowed bliss,
where love divine fi.rst found me,
Where ever fa/[s my distant lot, mq
heart shall lin_qer 'round thee.
And when from earth I rise to soar
up to my home in Heaven,
Down will I cast my eyes once more,
where I was first forgiven.

MAE ELEANOR FREY

but we know many came to the altar
for salvation and many who had
grown cold in their Christian lifei
and bad wandered away from God
returned to the fold and wept bitter
tears because of their backslidings.
Twelve, if I remember rightly, were
gloriously baptized in the Holy Spirit.
The work among the children and
young people of the Sunday school
was precious indeed. Many of those
of tender years wept their way
through to salvation.
One little girl went home and said
to her daddy, "I got saved today,
Daddy. Why don't you get saved?"

q
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Conviction struck the father's heart
and he came to the meeting and acc~pted Jesus as his Saviour.
A young lad of 1 l years had a
most remarkable Baptism in the
Spirit. ·Hualfed and prophesied under the anointing in eloquent language
like a person of mature years saying,
1
'the clock was ab·out to strike 12... ::r-J

DOE&

God's great time piece." He urged all.
in words far beyond his yea.rs to
get r ady for the coming ot Christ.
The pastor, Rev. Alexander Lindsay, is doing a splendid work in this
fidd and he and his wife, are greatly
beloved by the people. Their fine
young son, Gordon, was one who
boldly stepped out on the Lord's side

December, 1936
and gave his heart to Jesus, thus setting an example to other young men .
One Thursday night the youn!t
people from various assemblies attended in a body. They were a great
inspiration to the services. God bless
our Pentecostal young people, and
sweep all New England with a mighty
revival.-Mae Eleanor Frey, Evangelist .
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OT l COR. 12: 13 PROVE THAT EVERY BELfEVER IS BAPTIZED
•ir,· •. •·
IN THE HOLY GHOST AT THE TIME OF THE , EW BIRTH?
By · Pastor E. '· 0. Kulbeck. Woodstock, Ontario, Canada
Not at all. To teach that from salvation. This is the ''Upon·· aspect
When Eph. 4:5 states there 1s just
this verse, it is necessary to twist or of the Holy Ghost's relation to the .. one Baptism,'· how can you teach
ignore the very words that are used individual Christian.
that there are three baptisms for inin this verse. It reads, "BCJ one Spirit
A certain class of Christians, who dividual believers to experience, nameare we all baptized I TO one Body." reject the truth that the Baptism IN ly: The Baptism in Christ's Body.
When a believer obeys the Lord in the Holy Ghost is received AFTER sal- the Baptism in the Holy Ghost, and
water baptism, he is not baptized vation, quote the Revised Version. the baptism in water?
I TO the preacher, but BY the preacher,
thereby thinking that they can clinch
A. The meaning of that Scrip( or wh<;>ever the officiating agent is)
their theory. It reads: "For in one ture is two-fold. The first is DISI TO th~ water. Three factors consti- Spirit were we all baptized INTO one
PE SATIONAL, having to do with the
tut:e a baptism: The officiating agent. body, whether Jews or Greeks, Church COLLECTIVELY; the second is
the candidate, and the element into whether bond or free; and were all EXPERLMENTAL having to do with
which the candidate is immersed (bap- made to drink of one Spirit." This the INDIVIDUAL BELIEVER.
tized). By keeoing these governing translation <;{oes not change the meanDispensationally this refers to the
princip),e i11 mind, any unprejudiced ing from that conveyed in the King Holy Spirit's dispensational mission of
person van easily see that the Baptism James version one iota. It merely forming or organizing as a Living
mentioned in I Cor. I 2: 13 refei;s to means this; "In, or with, or BY the Organism. the entire Church as ONE
the. h#ieving sinner's baptism into Spirit's work of conviction and con- CORPORATE BODY. This took place
Christ'-s. Body, the true Church. which version, we were all baptized, im- PROVISIONALLY on the Day of Penalwa~,.takes place at the time of re- mersed or placed INTO the Body of tecost. the Church's birthday. A caregenera.tion. This includes every gen- Christ of which He is the Living fut study of the Ephesian Epistle reuinely born-again believer in the true Head." The Darby translation, which veals that its pre-eminent theme is the
Church, the Bride of Christ (Eph. i recognized as being most accurate. dispensational and doctrinal fact that
5 :25-27). For other Scriptures deal- confirms our interpretation of this the entire True Church is the Coring with this Baptism, read Rom. text by rendering it as follows, "For porate Body of Christ. See Eph. 1:
6:3 and Gal. 3:26-27. In this Bap- also in the power of one Spirit we 1-7: 22-23; 2:14-18: 3:1-6, 10, 21:
tism the candidate, the believing sin- haueallbeenbaptizedINTOo nebody. 4:4-6: 12, 16: 5:25-27, 32. On
ner is baptized or placed BY the Holy whether Jews or Greeks."
the Day of Pentecost the Church was
Ghost, the Officiating Agent (John
Those interested in the original chartered for this entire Dispensation
16: 8J IN the Body of Christ, the Greek will note that these two prepo- of Grace. The Holy Spirit then began
Element into which the candidate is sitions are two entirely different His work of calling out of the nations
baptized. This involves the "With" words. The first one translated "by'' a corporate body for His Name (Acts
and beginning of the "IN'' phases of in the King James version and "in" in 15: 8-14). This particular phase of
the Spirit's ministry as dealt with in the Revised version is "in."
The His work will terminate when the
the first part of this booklet.
second translated "into" in both ver- last sinner has accepted Christ and
Matt. 3: 11 deals with the Baptism sions is "eis." Consultation of a lex- completing the Body. He will then
IN the Holy Ghost. This verse clearicon, or a Young's Concordance gi'V- present the Church to Christ as His
ly shows that the Agent BY whom the ing the original will show that the Bride (I Thess. 4: 14-17; Eph. 5: 25candidate is baptized in this Baptism principles we stated concerning the 27, as Abraham's servant presented
istheLordJesusChrist (not the Holy three necessary factors for a baptism Rebekah to Isaac, Gen. 24:61-67).
Ghost as in the Baptism mentioned in or immersion in the Scriptural usage Because of God's eternal counsels and
I Cor. 12: 13) ; and the Element IN of the term, are demonstrated in the the Holy Ghost's faithfulness, God
which the candidate is immersed is the use of these two words. It will also looks upon the Spirit's work as being
Holy Ghost ( not Christ and His be seen that these two words ARE already finished. In this sense the
Body as in the other Baptism). Acts NOT INTERCHANGEABLE as the Chutch PROVISIONALLY has had the
1: 5 and Acts 11: 16 coroborate these preachers try to lead u to believe, "one baptism."
THIS CORPORATE
facts. These two verses also prove who try to wrest this Scripture, in a BAPTISM MADE THE PERSONAL
that the candidates for this Baptism last desperate effort to prove that the PENTECOSTAL BAPTISM POSSIBLE
are believers who have already been BAPTISM IN THE HOLY GHOST is for every believer who will meet the
s,wed, and not sinners just accepting received at conversion.
conditions. In this sense Pentecost
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has never, and will never be repeated.
This dispensational aspect however,
must not be confused with the enduement of Power of its individual
believer.
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SON ALLY in baptizing power. Why?

Because they believed and tarried "until'' they PERSONALLY received: and
the remaining number did not wait
for the personal Baptism in the Holy
Ghost. As has been shown in the
article "The Threefold Ministry of
the Holy Spirit," the PATTERN OF
PENTECOST PERSISTED repeatedly
AFTER Pentecost and holds good
throughout this entire dispensation
with God and with all who are willing to accept the authority of the
conceived prejudiced theology .

However, God's purpose at Pentecost was far more than dispensational
and provisional, it was equally PERSONAL. It was the fulfillment of the
promised enduement of Holy Ghost
-power, the heritage of EVERY INDIVIDUAL BELIEVER in the Church: and
the PATTERN OF PERSONALLY receiving this Pentecostal power was
then civen as the criterion of a norThe second meaning of "one Bapmal N ew Testament Christian ex- tism .' ' the EXPERIMENTAL phase is
rerience. In Lhis conection it should this: Any one of the three Baptisms
be noted that there were more than which the Scripture clearly teaches
five hundred born-again believers in exists (i n to Christ's Body , Baptism
the Church at the time of Pentecost in the Holy Ghost, and believer's bap(See 1 Cor. 15:6); but only upon tism in water) . CAN ONL y BE SCRIPabout one hundred and twenty (Acts TURALLY EXPERIENCED ONCE. BeI : I 5 with Acts 1: 12-26 and Acts cause tbe latter is humanly administer2: 1-4) did the Holy Ghost fall PER- ed, it is possible to be immersed in

: 1
water more than once, If a candidate
is genuinely saved and is Scripturally
baptized in water. the very meaning
and spiritual significance of the ordi nance, and the tenor of the Word
teaches that it should never be repeated. Doing so is merely the going
through of an empty form and has
no Scriptural or spiritual significance,
Som~ may take exception to this statement because Paul rebaptized the
charter members of . the Ephesian
Church ( Acts 19 : 5) . Paul's reason
was that they had not been baptized
as Christ had commanded in · Matt.
28; 19-20: but they had onty·'" oeen
baptized upon the authority of Johri
the Baptist. When they were rebap tized, it was " In the Name of the
Lord Jesus.'' That is, on Christ's
authority and in accordance· with Bis
command , as contrasted with that of
John the Baptist , which had "beeri
superseded by Christ's command. ·· ·.
(Cont inued next m_on~n) . _"~
........,

.

"f0K Tl1ET ttEflKD Tl1l:TI SFl:fiK WITl1 T0I1GU.f:$'::-~~·-~
By Earl A. Cripps. New York City
Thirty years and more of Pentecostal blessing have proven that
wherever the Scriptural Baptism of
the Holy Ghost is preached, God
blesses and the work prospers. But
wherever it is denied or compromised
the work withers up and dies. So
wonderfully has God honored those
Lhat arc telling people that they can
have the same Baptism that Mary the
mother of Jesus. Peter, James, and
John, the 120 , Cornelius, and all
the saints received. And so confounded
those that are saying that He docs not
pour out His Spirit upon all flesh as
at the beginning. There can be
no question as to which is right.
There is a two-fold reason for this.
First. because it is a fearful thing to
say that all the promises of God are
not yea a11d amen to everyone that
believeth . And second, because faith
for any specific thing, whether it be
salvation, healing, the Baptism of the
Holy Ghost. etc .. comes by "hearing
and hearing by the Word of God" on
that particular subject. So how are
pwple going to believe in somethini
of which they have not heard and
how are they going to hear except
there be a preacher that will tell them.
The last is also the reason why God
bad to give a "former and latter rain.''
He knew that the people of the middle ages would not realize that the
Baptism of the Holy Ghost was for

them (although any Christian since
Pentecost could h ave had it) and that
the people of the last of the "last
days" would.
The first church wa a Hal y Ghost
church ( Jewish Pentecostal churchnot Greek or Roman. al tho.ugh the latter were in existence when Paul wrote
his episdes to them) and the last
church will be a Pentecostal one. For

MY

ALL

All I have.

All I ever hope lo be,
Is in Thee.
All I ever want besides,
Through life's ever changing 1ides,
Is to see
Thine own face, grown strangely dear,
Nearer than earth'• very near.
Grant it me.
- Frances

Ure.

the time i soon coming when the denominations will not suffer even a
'' born again'' person to be among
them. Already the Modernist are
claiming that if it had not been for
the Pentecostal people that they would
have put over their program of modernism (the denial of the virgin birth
and deity of Christ) in the churches.
So sooner or later it is going to be all
the Gospel or none. And in the Roman Catholic countries of South Amer-

ica, etc., where the people are not hampered by denominational founders, as
Martin Luther, John Wesley, etc.,
but take the early saints as their pattern and consider it an honor to. receive the precious Holy Ghost as
Mary . Peter, James , and John, the
120, and Cornelius .did; tens of
thousands arc being baptized. Truly
God "is restoring that which the
locust . the cankerworm, the palmerworm. and the caterpillar have eaten."
And the '' latter rain" which He has
promised to give without measu(e will
sweep millions of heathen into the
Kingdom .
* * *
In Chile where there are only 20.
000 Protestants in a population of
one million over 10,000. of~~~ ~le
Pentecostal. A Presbyterian M1sst9p~
ary in praising them said that it
their joy and happy singing tbaf was
so contagious.
·
"
--o--"Oil of Joy for Mourning"

was

By A lice Reynolds Flower
Thi• little booklet of 15 poem, will lninR
words of comfort, cheer and blessing lq ~ -'~
ones in time of trial or sickneas. The seco~d
edition has beautiful art coven . Price only IOc,
plus 3c postage.

Talks About Faith
A I56

paR~ book, neatly bound, with stirrinR
me55ages on faith by a Bible teacher who has had
many remarkable experiences in a life of faith,
and ,..,1-,o has been in char11e of the R.B.T.S.
Bible School and faith work at Rocheater, N. Y.
Price only 50c.
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One of England 's greatest preachers has said, " Until the Church of
Jesus Christ goes after souls until
the world will think we have gone
mad, we 'll never accomplish much in
this formal age."

Tnr i>LESSIT1G 0r

nr,rrn ttnn

0 . T. Gen. I 2 :
2-3. N. T. Gal. 3:
14.
1-It is the GOSPEL. Gal. 3 : 8.
2-lt is of FAITH
Gal. 3 :5-7. Sec
Gen. 15 : 1-6 .
Cf. Rom . 3 :22
-28 inclusive.
3-lt is the fulfill ment of
w . B McCaffuiy
(a) The Covenant. Gen. 17:211 ; Luke 1 : 72.
(b) The Oath. Gen . 22 : 15 - 18:
Luke 1:73. Cf. Psa. 105 :9 .
Heb. 6: 13-18.
(c) The Promise. Luke 24 :49 ;

Acts I : 4 etc. , Gal. 3 : 17 - 18.
See also Heb . 6 : 13-18 .
4- lt is Fulfilled in
(a) The Forgiveness of Sins.
Luke I : 74-79 . (imparting
holiness and righteousness.
Luke I :75 ).
( b) Baptism of the Spirit. Luke
24 :49 . Acts 1:4-8 ; Gal. 3 :
14 : Acts 2 :4.
Coming of
( c ) Rapture Christ and His Kingdom.
Heb. 10 :3 3-37 ; Phil. 3:2021 ; I Thcss. 4 : 13 - 18.
5- ll is Universal in Scope.
(a) All Families. Gen. I 2 : 3 ;
Gen . 28 : 14.
(b) All Nations. Gen. 22:18;
Gal. 3 :8.
(c) All Flesh. Joel 2 :28 etc.,
with Acts 2 : 17, 38.
( d ) Kindred of the Earth . Acts
3 :25 .
6- lt is received through:

' 'The SEED .. ... .. . to Whom the
PROMISE was made." Gal. 3 : 19,
" WHICH IS CHRIST. " Gal. 3: 16.
It may be summed up in John
3 : 16. -W . B. McCafferty.

Notes on the Tabernacle
By Daoid Leigh
This new book is written by the President of Beulah HeiRhts Bible School at
Newark, New Jersey, who has been teachinR in Bible School for many years. It is
an up-to-date, well written , analytical study of
the Tabernacle, and is the product of many
years study of this fascinating subject. Price
25 cents,
JESUS IS VICTOR, by Stanley H. Frodsham. A splendid biography of the late Mn,
Frodsham, with stirring incidents of a life of

"Golden Strands"
By Lillie Harper Corum

A beautiful bool: of poems, purple art covers.
by one who ha, lived a quiet life in Christian
service for others. There are 46 poems from her
heart that are as golden strands in her life. Price
25c,
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Tt1 E SouL

(The first of a series of articles on Soul Saving. In the next issue will
be an article on, " A Soul in Distress.")
Rev. J. N. Hoover, Santa Cruz, California
There has been a great deal of vain me die." A Christian martyr, as the process of physical death we watched
speculation concerning the soul. Some flames leaped about bis body, cried, the body die, but we did not see the
tell us the soul is a flame of heavenly
soul die. I find this body of bone and
light, some say the soul is subtle air,
tissue and blood is wearing out. and
while others contend the soul is the
tbey will soon lay it in the grave,
essence of thought. Radical materialbut they will not lay me in the grave,
ists have carried these doctrines to a
for I am not a perishable body. I am a
very corrupt conclusion. They tell
living soul.
us the soul, "if there is one," is a part
A dead body is like an empty
of the bodily organization, and as
house, the one who lived in it has
the body is not immortal neither is
moved out. If this is true. and we
the soul immortal. But this is out of
believe it is. then where is the soul of
line with the Holy Scriptures for Paul
the 1edeemed? The answer you wil
said, "/ pray God that your whole
find in II Corinthians, the fifth chap spirit, soul, and body, be preserved
ter, "To be absent from the bodq is
blameless until the coming of our
to be present with the Lord." Then
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ." This
rest in peace, 0 child of God, the
DR. J.N. HOOVER
statement leads me to believe man is
night of sorrow will soon be gone.
a triune being-spirit, soul, and body. " You can burn this flesh into ashes, already the clouds flame with thr
The Spirit is not the soul. but is in but you cannot burn my soul." In the lirrH of God's eternal day.
the soul. both of which are housed
in the temporal body.
PENALTY
The soul is a heavenly body, in"The wa11es of sin is DEATH."
What Makes the Church Weak?
visible to the natural eye, filled with
-Rom. 6:23.
the Spirit of God. This Spirit filled
PROMISE
1-A non-missionary spirit church .
"For Cod so loved lhe world,
soul, within the natural body, disminister with no program.
2-A
that He gave His only begollen Son,
tinguished man from all animal cregossiping, fault-finding con3-A
that whosoever believeth in Him
ation and made him capable of comshould not perish, but have ever•
gregation.
muning with God. It was this inlasting life."-John 3: 16.
4-Pessimistic officials.
visible Spirit filled soul that sinned
PARDON
and the evidence of that sin became
5-A church run by some one per"Let the wicked forsake his way
and the unri!!hteous man his
son with a "rule or ruin" disvisible in the natural body.
thoughts: and let him return unto
position.
When we speak of the spirit of the
the Lord, and He will have mercy
animal. we refer to the life in the
6-Where everything in the church
upon him; and lo our Cod, for He
will ABUNDANTLY PARDON."-lsa.
flesh or natural body, and not the
is done by the same two or
55:7.
soul. for so far as we know man is
three people.
PURGING
the only part of creation into which
7-A church that prays little, talks a
"Though your sins be as scarlet,
He breathed His own life. The grass,
lot and does nothing worth
they shall be as WHITE AS
the flowers, and the trees have life,
SNOW; thou11h they be red like
while.
but not a soul. Life is not always
crimson, they shall be as WOOL,"
church that gets in the rut and
8-A
-Isa. 1:18.
the evidence of a soul. We must disthere and is afraid to try
stays
PEACE
tinguish the difference between the
new.
anything
by
justified
being
"Therefore
spirit of life in the natural and the
faith, WE HAVE PEACE WITH
9-None of the members tithe.
spirit of life in the soul. Man, like
Coo, through our Lord Jesus
10-Poor music and no leader.
all flesh, was endued with earthly
Christ. "-Rom. 5: 1.
life. until God breathed into him
POWER
I I-Always start the church and
"But ye shall receive POWJ:.R,
His own life which made him a part
Sunday school late.
AFTl:.R THAT THE HOLY CH05T IS
of God. Man therefore is not only an
nothing in a social way
12-Have
COME UPON YOU; and ye shall be
earthly body endowed with earthly
for the members.
witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem
life. but a heavenly body endowed
and all Judea, and in Samaria, and
13-Never see the strangers, but visit
with everlasting life. It was and is
to the uttermost part of the earth."
with their own people.
1:8.
-Acts
the purpose of God that the natural
14-Are content, and have no
PARADISE
body should be under the control of
"In my Father's house are many
craving for souls. and are spiritthe Spirit filled soul.
mansions; if it were not so l
ually dead.
would have told you. l go to preThe soul is not the life of the flesh,
and dust everywhere; no
15-Dirt
110
I
if
And
you.
for
place
a
pare
nor does the physical condition affect
and prepare a place for you, I will
paint, poor light, and not much
the life of the soul. The life of the
come a11ain, and receive you unto
fire.
flesh is limited, but not so of the
myself; that where I am, there ye
-The Bible Expositor.
soul. A heathen poet said: "not all of
may be alao.''-John 14:,2, 3,

.
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Loss Of Appetite
PL A I

TRUTHS

HOMELY

SAID

By Arthur Burt
"He 11 be all right; there can t be
much wrong with a youngster who
eats like be can; why, he'd eat the
hind leg off a horse!"
One of the first sign of sickne s
or ill-health is loss of appetite. and
many a knowing mother allays her
fear•' with this knowled~e-few sick
peoole eat well.
One of the first signs of spiritual
ill-bealtb is loss of appetite: how
many backsliders have any love for
the Word. a time of prayer or a meeting?
Does that laughing, bright-eyed
rosy-cheeked schoolboy, out all Saturday morning on his sled in the
snow, toy listlessly with a piled-up
plate of roast beef, crisp "Yorkshire'
pudding, potatoes, greens. etc? Why
not? He's got an appetite!
Do you know why Brother Faintheart regularly drops into the assembly ten minutes or a quarter of an
hour late? Why be always sneaks
into the back-seat] And why the
Benediction has the same effect on him
that a fire alarm would have? No,
he doesn't work late-you know.
\Vell. don't laugh at him. poor brother: try and help him; HE'S LOST HIS
APPETITE!
(Jl LACK OF EXERCISE

The man who has always a sumptuously loaded table in front of birn
who can have wl1atsoever his heart
can wish for, and who merely spends
his time sitting or sleeping, can't complain if he loses his appetite; possibly
an hour or two with one of the
natives pulling up the road outside
his mansion would put him right.
Sitting in front of a roasting fire
with your carpet slippers on singing:
"Rescue the perishing.
Care for the dying."
may be pretty but hardly practical.
The Dead Sea in Palestine IS DEAD
because it has no outlet. Woe to that
Christian who thinks he can maintain the sweetness and freshness of the
wells of living water within, and yet,
monk-like, would shut himself away
to pray and meditate on the Word
to the utter exclusion of and regardJes of a Christless world hurtling to
destruction on his very front door
step!
Our spiritual food ( which we obtain principally thro,u gh prayer, Bible

reading and assembly meetings) 1s
given to us to make us strong to
WORK for the Master-we are saved
to SERVE!
Do you take plenty of exercise?'
When did you last attend the openair meeting? How long is it since
you spoke to someone about the Lord
Jesus? Do you ever give tracts out?
Is there any sick person you know
who would be glad of a visit?
Try a little exercise: you'll soon
find your appetite returning and thC"
sweetness, freshness and glory of your
fir t love will be yours again.

fl!

Result of a few minutes rumination:
In the future I will not be afraid
to bow my head in a cafe and give
thanks for my food.
I ought to acknowledge God in my
-financial ways. What was last Wednesday's message? Oh yes-"Honor
the Lord with thy substance!" I must
really start to tithe.
I must get into the way of bringing the Lord into my little affairs.
Why shouldn't I pray about a chimney that will smoke or those hens
that won't lay? etc., etc. That's chewing the cud!

IR.REGULAR M ·ALS-[NDIGESTION

Wolf your food down as quickly
as ('Ver you can: never mind about
what Gladstone said in eighteen
hundred and something-or-the-other
about chewing each mouthful 3 2
Limes: jump up the very second you
finish from the table, tear after the, bus as fast as ever you can. shuffle
your meal times around whenever you
feel like it, drop one meal out when
you are rushed and push it in somewhere else: you will be the finest
authority ( from practical experience)
on indigestion. gastritis, dyspepsia.
biliousne , etc., for miles around!
Spiritual indigestion (loss of appetite) will come through spasmodic
meals. If you read your Bible some
days, pray only when you feel lih
it. and read your chapter ( you won't
have time for more than one) standing np while you wrestle unsuccessfully to get a rebellious collar on to a
refractory back-stud, you will soon
lose all appetite for the Word of God
and the things of God.
If you want an example of how
to keep your appetite, look at old
Farmer Brown' cow. See her sedately
squatting in that field there, chewing
the cud-ruminating we call it, don't
we? Well, she doesn't suffer from indigestion--does she? The food she
has taken is brought back again and
thoroughly masticated as she sits there,
and then she in turn feeds others.
Just hear how everyone appreciates
Farmer Brown's rich. creamy milk.
Surely meditation of the Word is
spiritual mastication. Take a textponder over it-pray over it. Pot
example-" In all thy ways acknowledge Him!" Do T? How may I?

(Jf

WRONG DIETING

A steaming hot, piled-up plate of
mincemeat, dumplings, potatoes, etc..
is life to John Bull who has been out
plowing in the .fields in biting winds:
it spells death to his 4 months old
baby boy.
When I was a schoolboy there
were times when I could not sit down
to an appetizing dinner, and it wasn't
It usually
because I was unwell.
occurred on a Saturday when we boys
with a few coppers between us would
indulge in an orgy of sherbert fizz.
stick-jaw, chewing gum. toffee apples.
lollipops, ice cream, liquorice, nougat,
candy and so forth, it was surprising what a variety one could get in
Mother would say,
ha'porths.
"There now-you've spoilt your
apprtite with a Jot of old rubbish that
won't do you half as much good as
your dinner!' '-and it was true.
If you want a hearty, spiritual ap
petite be careful what else you feed
on. Don' l spoil a healthy appetite
with a mind full of morbid divorce
cases, shocking murders and columns
of political pessimisms culled from the
morning paper.
Thank God for the blessing a newspaper sometimes brings to us as we
see another prophecy from the old
Book strikingly fulfilled in front of
our very eyes. Of course we need to
keep in touch with the doings of our
fellow men-up co a point !
We don't want to become related to
the old countryman who, in the middle of the last Great World War, when
informed that England was at war
said, "Oh well, they be gat a noice diy
fer it: Oi 'opes it kel'ps foine fer 'em!"
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Still we need to keep tight hold of
the reins, don't we? Many young people have lost their appetite through
foeding on trashy novels, blood and
thunders and worldly stories; they
have returned to their former pastures!
It was said of George Muller, that
pioneer giant in the realm of faith,
that he was pr~eminently a man of
one book and that book was the
Bible. Surely if he could find all his
satisfaction in one book (in his closing years he read it to the exclusion of
all others), you and I ought to be
able to find ample to meet our needs
in the vast variety of books published
today-thrilling missionary books,
bright, sparkling, pungent gospel
messages, gripping biographies of men
who have stood out for God in the
past and so forth.
Listening to all the latest jazz on
the wireless isn't conducive to ENJOYING the things of God; the habit
will consciously grow and imperceptibly will sap our spiritual vitality.
These things seem very obvious,
no doubt, but nevertheless need stressing.
If you are NOT SAVED, dear friend,
these things are not intended for you;
the Christian who is content to stick
in the rut and who intends to be ordinary, and die ordinary; nay, they
will perhaps even savour of fanaticism
to such.
Whom they are intended for are
those people who want to LIVE in
heavenly places, and w}lo say with
Murray McCheyne, "O God, make
me as holy as ever a pardoned sinner
can be made!" The Apostle says,
"Let us lay aside EVERY WEIGHT!"
No man keeps bis top coat on in
a hundred yards' sprint!
May the Lord grant we shall be
possessed with voracious spiritual appetites, like the "locust preachers" the
old lady had been entertaining from
the chapel.
"No! no!" protested her friend.
''You mean LOCAL preachers!'•
"Qi baint mean nuthin o' the kind:
oi means what oi sez-locust preachers!"
"Why, granny, the locusts were
one of the plagues in the Bible sent
upon the Egyptians: they stripped
everything bare and ate up a11 before
them!

"Aye" said the old lady with a
nod of her head, "That's umthat's um!"
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From Under The Threshold
Appreciation of Mrs. flowers' Late Book
WANTS MORE
Dear Sister Flower:
I am very disappointed not to find
some more of your heart talks written
in the fullness of the Spirit in my
copy of August W oi·d and \Vork.
They have grown to be very dear to
me and the fellowship that comes
with them is very sweet.
I would like to read what you
would say about the subject: " Caught
Up," so ably handled by Frank Isensee. Sister Flower, I do enjoy the
practical way you have of writing in
an original way-God given to you
alone. I lik e originality. I love all
things written in the Spirit, God directed-poetry or prose. I am praying
so fervent! y in my heart that you will
continue writing for Word and
Work. Your contribution was what
prompted me to subscribe. I need
your work so much. There is such
great inspiration in them for me.
Mrs. Montgomery, W. E. Moody ,
and Rachel Harper Sizelove have such
wonderful inspiration for me. Somehow they just :fit perfectly into my experiences.
What beautiful truth saturated
through and through with God's fulness, You have pictured in words in
" The Home Atmosphere," the kind I
was brought up -in, the kind I am
striving so hard to give to my family,
and I am trying just as hard, to live
approved of God. that I may be each
moment worthy of meeting Jesus and
my dear mother and grandmother
when He comes.
I am so glad that you asked a personal question. Somehow it brings
you near to me. Yes, I feel as though
I was obligated to the whole world,
because, every day our lives influence
others for God or for Satan.
To the one who realizes that Jesus
is beside them momently and hears
all, sees all, knows the innermost mo~
tives, feelings of the heart, He is VERY
REAL. To be constantly conscious of
Jesus does help so much in the hour
of sorrow, temptation, and care. It
helps to carry a silver tongue, to keep
it bridled, to be able to control the
whole body, to give the soft answer
out of the fulness of God's love in
your heart. It seems to me that God
is so doubly needed in the home since
God has been taken out of our schools

HEART TALKS
and is being crowded out of our
churches.
4) SISTER FLOW ERS' POEM BOOK
A BLESSING

The books arrived and I have been
having a feast upon them. Oh. Sister
Flower, I wish I could :find woi:ds to
express my joy in them. It is like the
joy God gave you in writing. It is
deeper than words. The precious lit~
tle book, " Blossoms From the King's
Garden," was such a sweet surprise.
Ob , 1 do enjoy your books. I am sq
glad that you can write as vou do.
Oh, please keep on until He comes.
I mean to possess a copy of all your
work. I never knew of but one other.
who could write 11s you can. That
was, Gene Stratton Porter. She can
write Heart to Heart Artides for McCalls with the Spirit of God's fulness permeating every one. And Ob.
they did find such fervent i:esponse in
my heart. I had a wonderful correspondence with her. She was one of
God's best. Her father was a minister. I expect to meet her. and meet
you with Jesus .
All summer just a little after 1
o 'clock I have taken my girls for a
walk of two and a half miles to our
mailbox and the road is beautifully
wooded on both sides, in the most
picturesque way imaginable, and as
we walked I have been teaching them
all about nature and helping them to
see God in trees. flowers, birds and in
the laughing stream. And Oh, there
has been such infinite joy and Jesus
has been so divinely sweet to us daily.
All Bible knowledge and nature
knowledge and prayer knowledge.
they have opportunity to learn what
I am teaching them. Will you pray
for us that I may teach them all God
would have me teach them that I
may gain greater wisdom Prayer to
me is the kev that unlocks the doors
of God's heave.n and lets His glory
shine into my soul.
What you write does help so much.
They are golden nuggets from God's
gold mine in your heart. I want you
to know how deeply I appreciate you
in the Lord. and the Lord in you.
He is truly glorified in you~ w~rk.

[ am my Lord's and He t 1:7ine,
Saviour , King of my heart Divrne.
To daily seek my S(ll)iour' s face
To meet Him at the throne of grace.
(Conlin~e:d on po1e 16)
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Why Not Bec~m e a Fireside
C ospel W orker?
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Because the work is classified as Christian service you ought
to give it serious consideration.

•••
•

It can be done where you are.
It is Christian service practically demonstrated.
It is suitable to either men or women, young or
old, boys or girls.
It is adaptable to either city or rural districts.
lt requires very little capital with which to begin .
It circulates information that fill a need noticeable in many communities.
It frequently leads to larger spheres of usefulness.
It is a work for any season of the year.
It may be pursued in limited or unlimited time,
as desired.
It affords opportunity for the use of one·s most
promisir.g talents.

I
I

Its spiritual returns are most encouraging.
Its plan makes a territory easily canvassable
again and again.
Its adaptation is to all classes of earnest Christian
people.
Its scope gives it the broadest application every~
where.
l t affords valuable trainio~ in Christian work.
It is a most helpful employment, taking one into
the open air, and giving physical exercise.
Its general aim is to "preach the Gospel in
print, " by means of attractive "WORDS OF
LIFE" tracts.
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•

I
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•
•
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These popular tracts may 1:-e obtained for only 50c. per lb .; 3/bs. , $ 1.00; 10 lbs., $3.00,
postpaid. Kindly mark ( x) opposite tracts desired and send to us at once.
[ J 101 Public Enemy Number One l2pp.
4pp.
726 Make it Plain F atber
6pp.
731 Cuff
4pp .
[ J 751 The Best Friend to Have
I I 769 The Mind Under the Blood 6pp .
I l 779 Why Am I Not a Christian? 2pp .
4pp.
I l 924 '"It's All in the Blood."
( 1 961 How lo Become a Christian 4pp .
( 1 969 Salvation Through the Blood 4pp .
6pp.
[ 1 7 I6 The Cigarette Menace
4pp.
( 1 832 Subdued
6pp.
I l 837 Slander
[ ] 701 The Man That Died for Me !Opp.
6pp.
[ ) 485 Receive Ye the Holy Ghost
[ J 781 Is Speaking with Tongues an
Essential Sign? A. H . Argue 6pp.

II
II

!

Enclosed please find $ ...

I

[ 1 829 A Me.sage from God.

6pp.
[ ] 892 The Word of God on the
4pp.
Baptism of the Spirit
[ 1 973 Have Ye Received the Holy
4pp .
Ghost Since Ye Believed.
( ] 702 Why We Believe in Healing 8pp.
[ 1 787 Divine Life BrinRS Divine
8pp.
health. WigRlesworth
[ J 870 How lo T alee Divine Healing,
6pp.
A. B. Simpson
I ) 706 Look Out! He is Coming I 6pp.
( l 722 Christ's Coming Nigh at Hand 8pp.
I ) 785 General Washington's Vi,ion 8pp.
8pp.
[ ] 100 Marital Purity
6pp.
I 1 786 Robbies Tithe Box
4pp.
I ] 759 Polly's Short Journey
4pp.
[ 1 803 Tina's Question

for which please send me

( I 864 Wallie,

6pp.
Love 4pp.
8pp.
75 Dancing, Card Playing, Etc. 4pp.
628 The King's Insurance Company 2pp.
749 Devil's Confession or Spiritual8pp.
ism Exposed
6pp.
948 The Power of tbe Blood
8pp.
974 Him,elf, A. B. Simpson
2pp.
1003 The Bag of Bean ■

[ 1 990 Th~ Highland Mother's
f I 72 Symptoms of Self
[]

[ )
(]

Il
[]
[]

My Experience of the Bapti,m of
the Ho1y Ghost, Lillie Harper
Corum

lI
[)

CJ

Please send me a complete list of
your tracts.

. . . . . .. .lbs. , of the tracts marked above.

Name ........................ ................ .. ............................. ........ ..... .. ... .... ........ .
Address................. ............. ............................. ........... ........................ ...

City ...... . ....... .

.... .. . ...... ...........

Stat, ........ .......... .... ... .
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1£.et las littp <Cqrishnas
Whatever else be lost among the years,
Let us keep Christmas still a shining thing :
V/hatever doubts assail us , or what fears.
Let us hold close one day , remembering
Its poignant meaning for the hearts of men .
Let us get back our chifdhke faith again.
Wealth may have taken wings, qet still there are
Clear windowpanes to glow with candlelight ;
There are boughs for garlands, and a tinsel star
To tip some little fir tree's lifted height.
There is no heart too heavq or too sad,
But some small gift of love can make it glad .

I seek in prayerful words, dear friend,
My heart's true wish lo send you,
That you may know that, far or near,
My loving thoughts attend you.

And there are home-sweet rooms where laughter
nngs,
And we can sing the carols as of old.
Aboue the eastern hills a white star swings ;
There is an ancient story to be told;
There are kind words and cheery words to say.
Let us be happy on the Christ Child's day .
-Selected.

~

I cannot find a truer word,
Nor fonder lo careH you ,
Nor ong nor poem I have heard
Is sweeter than God bless you!
God bless you I so I've wished you all
Of bri11htness life possesses;
For can there any joy at all
Be thine, unless God blesses?
God bless you I so I breathe a charm,
Le,t griefs dark niiht oppress you,
For how can sorrow bring you harm
If 'tis God', way to bless you?

~ant 1rqt Cltq.rist

I saw the Christ on Christmas Eve
Go walking down the street,
Beside a beggar dressed in rags,
With rags upon his feet .
Hand in hand, he walked
Until the beggar's countenance
Was filled with heavenlq radiance.
I saw the Christ on Christmas Morn
~V ithin a prison cell
Beside a felon bound with chains.
A human wretch in hell.
He lifted up the fallen man
And told him of the Father's plan,
Until the cell was filled with light,
God's perfect day dispelling night.
I saw the Christ on Christmas night
Within a hall of shame,
He led a wanton maiden forth.
A moth from out the flame.
He led her forth into the night
And showed her heaven's radiant
light,
Until her face like beauty shone.
E'en like the Virgin Mother's own.
I saw the Christ all Christmas Day
·
Beside the couch of pain,
f-fe bade the troubled heart be still
And soothed the fevered brain.
Our Christ toda11 still succors men.
And heals their heartache and their
pmn,

For love is never dead or cold.
The Christ of God is never old.
-Full Gospel Advocate.

And so "through all thy days
May shadows touch thee never"But this alone--God bless lhcc DearThen art thou safe forever .

-~=====~ =~====== ======= ====.-1
THE

"GARNERE D

SERIES

GRAIN"

Compiled by;
ZELMA

ARGUE

Twelve booklets composed of choice thoughts of great men and women in
prose and verse, for Daily Meditation. These booklets treat of vital themes which
relat.e to the art of living life on its highest levels in the fear and favor of God.
STRENUOUS DAYS
PREVAILING PRAYER
THE ABIDING V1s10N
PRACTICAL CHRISTIAN LIVING
THE BEAUTY OF THE CROSS
ABJOINC 5TR£NCTH
THE SPIRIT-FILLED \VALK

Strenuous !
Days

PERPETUAL HELP
COMFORT ANO CHE.ER
AccoRD1Nc
MORE

To

His

THAN

Roo

CONQUERORS

AND STAFF

Thirty-two pages, attractively bound, each ........ ..... ....

CHRISTIAN
7 Auburn Street

WoRD

-25c.

postage 5c.
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nrrnrL n0nr nrws
Located at 7 Auburn Street, Framingham, MaSiachusetts
By J. J. Corum

DEAR FRIENDS:

Greetings in the Name of Jesus.
We are praising God for another
month in which we have not had any
sickness. truly this is a wonderful
blessing to us at this time.
Our first real snow storm arrived
ovember 24th bringing real cold
weather. and an increase in our fuel
bill.
More than ever we feel that time is
hastening on, and surely we ace fast
ap.!?roaching the end of chi dispen
sat1on.
Looking over the political wodd.
we see only clouds arising, and we
can almost hear the thundering of another war. Surely the coming of Jesus
is near. Come Lord Jesus.
The Lord blessed u with a real
good Thanksgiving dinner and we are
yet thanking Him for it, and all other
blessings He bas b.stowed upon His
work in this place. The same good
friend who furnished the turkey last
year remembered us this year. \Ve
p.i:ili c the Lord and thank her for
this kindness.
The Ma ter bids us, "Occupy untrl He come ," as ambassadors for the
Lord we become channels of blessings.
It is our prayer that we may have His
touch upon us continually, as Satan
i doing all possible against the children and work of God.
Our visitors have not been so many
this month, possibly the weather prevents, but the work here goes on and
we are striving to care for the old
folks tn the Home and the work here.
urely God car~s or this work could
not have continued as it has under
such trying conditions.
We will send 100 back numbers of
\lord and \Vork, our selection, anywhere in the U. S. A., for $1 .00, outside the U.S. A., $1.50.
\Vor~ and \Vork or a supply of
tracts will be sent you or your friends
for donations to Bethel Home if deired.
Many subscriptions expire during
December and January. Please do not
forget to renew, and send \Vord and
\Vork to your friends. We will send
you in one bundle each month for
12 months, 12 Word and Work for
only $8.00 if paid in advance.

A few of our friends are asking
where Bethel Home is located, and
~o them or any one else who may be
interested we are glad to tell you that
Bethel Home and Christian Workers'
Union with the printery and our little farm are all at 7 Auburn Street
Framingham, Massachusetts. Most of
the business is carried on in the one
building. The old folks and workers
all live in the same building. A very
good Camp-Ground is maintained at
Wellesley Park in East Natick, Mass.,
about six miles east of Framingham
or about 14 miles west of Boston.
Rev.
Seldon
Kelley,
Pastor
of the azarenc church of Malden,
Mass., with pastor Griffin of the Nazar~ne church of Framnigham, were
with_ us _for a "!ery much appreciated
meetmg m which Pastor Kelley gave
a very interesting talk about his tour
of Palestine of only a few months
ago. The meeting was very much enJoyed by all present. Come again.
t]'

HONESTY AND EVANGELISM

I receive communications from various people on many subjects, but one
I notice is very interesting to some
and they seem to be very serious about
the matter. and consider it a matter
that all the people as well as the
~reachers, ministers and evangelists should well consider and be much
in prayer about. I have come in contact with many preacher and Christion workers during my Christian experience and work for more than 50
years that were ab olutely out of
touch ~ith God but still carrying on
by theu own elforts; knowing they
have not done anything, or but little
to right the matter with man or God
~oing on for months and years allow:
mg themselves to remain in this crippled condition. The World does not
care for this kind of a person, be they
preachers or otherwise and God cannot and will not hear them so long
as they continue in this condition, yet
~ome wi_ll go over the country holding meetmgs at the expense of the people, and usually without any good results. !he _write up in the papers or
magazines 1s usually the biggest and
most important thing connected with
their work.
God said King David was a man
after His own heart. King David was
honest.

It has been the purpose and prac~
tice of the writer all bis life to keep
out of debt and pay his tithes as God
has commanded.
God is not slack concerning His
promises, but He cannot and will not
bless the man who is not honest. We
cannot be right with God if not right
with man.
If churches when corresponding
with evangelists with a view to calling them for a series of meetings
would ask them if they are in debt
before allowing them to hold
meetings many evangelistic campaigns
would have the blessing of God and
sinners would come to God by the
hundreds and thousands instead of by
fives and tens.
Going into or being in debt may
not be dishonest, but remaining in
debt when payment can be made or
refusing or neglecting to keep in touch
with creditors until debt is paid is
dishonest. Forgetting a debt does not
pay it, neither does limitation of law
pay iL Debts are owed until paid honestly.
God never forgets, neither is there
any false entries on the books kept in
heaven. Payment must be made here
before credit can be given in heaven.
You cannot enter heaven with a
debt against you there. If you are
now in debt get in touch at once with
the one you owe. Be honest with
them and settle the matter as quickly
as possible.
Any one who is careless or loose
about money matters is likely to be
careless or loose in other matters.
A small bank account in a big bank
with a dishonest director is not safe.
A big bank account in a small bank
with honest directors is safe.
A good check up with your creditors may reveal where you stand with
God.
Keep your creditors in the dark and
God will keep you in the dark.
A kneeling Christian, with outstretched hands toward God, can expect more results than the popular
leader with the clinched fist, well prepared and well delivered sermon.
I close this little message with my
most hearty wishes for a blessed time
with our Lord and Saviour Je us
Christ for the year 193 7.

Drtrmber, 193 6
WHY BETHLEHEM?
(Continued from pag11 3)

Ruth presents to us one of the most
peJfect pictures in all of the Old Testament of the redeeming work of the
Lord Jesus Christ. Boaz, a rich citizen of Bethlehem, was the near kinsman of Naomi and by law (Lev.
2 5: 25- 3 1) was bound to redeem the
inheritance of the deceased relative
and marry his widow. "So Boaz took
Ruth, and she became bis wife." He
is the true kinsman-redeemer. Boaz
redeemed tbe bankrupt family of Naomi with money: our blessed Lord
has redeemed us in our bankruptcy
witb His own precious Blood. In
Boaz, we have a sevenfold type of the
Lord Jesus Christ-"the Lord of the
harvest, the Near-Kinsman, the Supplier of wants, the Redeemer of the
inh1?ritance, the Man Who gives Rest.
the wealthy Kinsman, the Bridegroom." How perfectly planned the
program of God is that in the very
city where was enacted, in human history, the perfect illustration of the
law of the Kinsman-Redeemer in ancient. sacred history should later be
born He Who would work out in the
etei'hal purposes of God our perfect
redemption from bankruptcy, bondage, death, and the wrath to come 1
(j[ , CITY OF DAVID
'the•;OJd Testament would seem to
ma~e it necessary that Christ should
be born in the city of His royal ancestor. David, the first king of Judah's
reigning family. And where was the
birthplace of David but the very birthplace of David's greater son, Bethlehem !And is it not significant, that,
"from David to the Son ·of David, we
read not of any other 'born at Bethlehem' "1
Noc only does David as King, of
whom the King would some day be
born, point to Christ as the King of
kings. but David as shepherd of Bethlehem· s plains points to the Great
Shepherd of the sheep Who was yet
to come, born in this very city of
David, and worshipped in His infancy by shepherds of this very locality, keepers of sheep possibly in
the very fields where David sheph,e~1.cd__hi in his youth. It is quite
srgnificant that in the New Testament no shepherd is mentioned after
the appearance of the shepherds of
Bethlehem, except the Good Shepherd Himself, the Shepherd and Bishop of our souls.
(J! Tl TE INN OF CHIMHAM.
Four miles out of Jerusalem, under the King's own patronage, a celebr;ited caravanserai for travellers into
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Egypt-che first haltmg-place on their
route-was founded by Chimham,
son of Barzillai, on the property
granted to him by David out of the
paternal patrimony of Bethlehem.
The caravanserai remained with
Chimham's name for at least four
centuries, and, according to the immovable usages of the East, it probab1y was the same which, at the time of
the Christian era, furnished shelter
for two travellers with their infant
Child, when 'there was no room in
the inn,' and when they too from
that spot fled into Egypt.
If this inn of Cbimham was really
the inn in the stable of which Jesus
was born, then Mary. and Joseph
her betrothed husband, both descendants of King David. were refused lodging in an inn that actually stood
upon ground that had belonged to
David himself. "He came unto His
own things. and His own received
Him not" (John 1: 11, Rev. Ver.
margin).
CJ!

PROPHECY OF MICAH

The city of Bethlehem is referred
to (by this name) thirty-five times in
the Old Testament, over a period of
one thousand years. The last reference, most appropriately, is a prophetic one, pointing on to a great event
that was to take place there, the birth
of the Redeemer. It is easily the most
important reference to Bethlehem in
all of the Old Testament. Micah, who
lived about 710 B. C., is the prophet
in whose writings the prediction is recorded-''But thou, Bethlehem Ephratat, which art lirtle to be among
the thousands of Judah, out of thee
shall One come forth unto Me that
cs to be ruler in Israel; Whose goings
forth are from old, from everlasting"
(Micah 5:2, Rev. Ver.).
Messiah must have a birthplace.
Three continents, Europe, Asia, and
Africa were known to the ancient
world: Asia was chosen. But Asia
has many countries--one of them is
indicated. a little country known as
the Land of Promise, Palestine or
Syria. Here were three districts, Judea.
Galilee. Samaria. It is Judea that is
the elect one. But here again arc many
villages. Out of these thousands, the
favored one i little Bethlehem. To
make prediction more definite and certain. it is Bethlehem in the Land of
Judah. The prophet puts his finger
on one obscure village on the map of
the world, but he speaks infallibly,
for the Omniscient God was behind
his utterance.
No event in all of Biblical history
is ever recorded as taking place in

15

bechlebcm ,1tLer the birth ol the Lord
Jesus Christ. The very word itself
does not occur in the Bible after the
NaLivity story, with the single exception of John 7:41, 42, and this
reference is directly and exclusively
to the prophecy of Messiah's birth.
The House of Bread fulfilled its purpose in the Divine program of God
when it gave birth to Him Who was
the eternal Bread of God coming
down out of Heaven for men. When
Bethlehem's greatest event, to which
all of its history pointed. had taken
place, its sacred history is brought to
a conclusion. and all the centuries that
follow for Bethlehem only magnify
the eternal significance of this one
great event, and Bethlehem remains,
in every age, for all followers of the
Lord Jesus, in every nation. supremely, the birthplace of the Lord Jesus
Christ. ---Condmsed from article of
Wilbur M. Smith in Revelation.
WAR TANKS
(Continued from page 4)

that God's ways are past finding out.
(Romans 11:33: Micah 4:12). In
other words, it is a mystery why God
commanded the prophets so many
years ago to write warnings for our
day. He is able for all things and
certainly could warn us directly in the
day we live as He did the prophets of
old. Nevertheless we read those warnings and see those things all coming to
pass before our very eyes. Terrible
times are just ahead. So near that
the world is all aquiver.
Jeremiah 30:24 tells us that in the
LATTER DAYS ye shall CONSIDER it.
Our thoughts shall dwell upon the
signs of the times more than ever in
the LATTER DAYS. Take it all into
CONSIDERA TTON. Have you considered the matter and been made ready
to escape the fate of this world?
'·The Lord 1s good. a stronghold
in the day of trouble: and He hnoweth them that trust in Him" (Nahum

I: 7).
Blossoms From the King's Garden
B11

Alice Reynold~ FloU}er

New edi1ion of "Blossoms from the King's
Garden." Only the choicest poems from the
previous edition lu1ve been retained, and the
book is largely made up of new VNses of inspiration and cheer. Many thousands of the
first edition were demanded, and this new art
editi<>n 1, rvrn more in•pirina and attractive,
Art coverJ. Price 50c,

Mighty Prevailing Prayer
Seto forth lhe deep and overwhelming need of
the church and the world, and the necessity of
imporl\lnale prf\yer. Some of 1he chapter ti1lcs
are: The Prayer Passion-Salllnic Hindrimce•
to Prayer-Praying is

r,: ½ting. Price 40c

po,;1-

paid.
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FROM

UNDER THE

THRESHOLD

(Continued from page 11)

And be alone, alone, with Him.
He is always with me. Where is
there a friend more faithful. more
tender, more true. Jesus, "The same
yesterday, today, and forever."
Jesus satisfies! Yes, Jesus satisfies!
My life He brightens,
My care He lightens,
Yes, Jesus satisfies.
The last Word and Work, August
number, is splendid but Oh, your
work was inissing. Somehow no one
reaches me, fits so into my life like
your work does. Please forgive my
frankness, but Oh, it is so true, it
shouts so in my soul. There is a Godgiven individuality all your own,
characteristic of the real you filled
with God's fullness that appeals to
me for God as no one elses work
aoes. Little things, no matter how
homely or humble can be used of God,
t0 confound the great and the wise.
But it is the little things well done
that count for most.
"Nevertheless Afterward," - Oh,
row that exemplifies what Mother's
death meant to me when it came.
That was my life's greatest sorrow.
Mv Gethsemane, but Oh, Jesus drew
so sweet! y near and soothed each
burning tear.
.
Took away death's cruel sting
r"' mfort to my heart did bring,
ubled me to look away,
\Vith gladness to that glorious day,
\V hen I shall see my Saviour's face,
Whose wondrous iove and saving
grace,
Will guide me to the Heavenly gate
Where Mother and others For me
wait.
What a great reunion that will be,
The glorious "aften.vard." for you
and me.-Hallelu iah !
Oh, Sister, what a feast, "From
Under the Threshold," is for me. It
is truly wonderful to meet the real
you in it saturated, glorified in the
fulness of God, Oh, I so enjoyed
tbc Spirit of God thro ugl. it all. God
is truly blessing it to my soul.
"Far-Reach ing Fragrance,"-yes, I
,:in smell it, feel it in my soul in wha t
God bas inspired you to write. The
echo of its fragrance was caught
1 :1 is still held in your heart. Oh ,
J.ster Flower, each wafted scent is
more fragrant than the last. What an
understanding heart you have. O h,
if I might have tbe time from all my
work to put all of it in sit ting at th e
Feet of J esus and drin:dng of the
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water of life. My heart is continually
hungry and my mind communes with
God as I work. If you could know

how hungry I am for Christian fellowship you would not say no. Yours
in Jesus, -Zelda L. Perry.

FROM UNDER THE THRESHOLD
This fascinating book will stimulate your. faith and hope.
You will want to give a copy to some one else. It is written by one
wbo has made a reputation for herself as a poetess and author of
devotional works; author of "Love's Over-flowing," "Blossoms
from the King's Garden," "The Out-Poured Life," "Oil of Joy
for Mourning."
No one who can afford it should be without t his volume.
110 PAGES, BOUND IN LEATHERETTE
CONTAINS A PORTRAIT OF TI-IE AUTHOR

Price 50 cents, postage 5 cents

The Best Bible That Can Be Made
~

HOLMAN

Regular List
Price $11.85

DIDIA PAPER

Now Offered

Rele•ence Bible

No. 18'11lXCS

Contal111 Authorized Ver,,ion Ohl
and New Te,tamenta, Complete
Column Referencee and Concorclance: alao Section of W._lte
Linen Paper Leana Suitable for
Wtltlnar Notes. Outlinu ot Ser•
mona or lmportaai Hea111 for
Read7 Reference.

EXTRA LARGE PRINT
Sell-Pronollllclnar

Wltb Concordance

Durable, Flexible (Goat) M:orocco Bindinst. Overlapping Covers with Indestructible Linings, carmine under
pure gold edges. Titles stamped in pure gold.

Si:w 5%. re 8 inches re only 1 inch in thickneas.
Flat Openinar. Will Not Break In the Baek

Part Poq11 Sp«imen, B,u:,-to-reod Type

NEB -

U - OHAD-mlJZ 'ZAR the
king, a unto all people, nations,
and languages, that dwell in all the

B.C. 570.
~h.3..4;6.

- - Broad opei;faced tn,e. Self-pronoanc!nc. Anlple ai,aee
between bot h letten and linel! which makea e&S7 readln1r.
N o st roin on the e7ea.

Send orders to : Word and Work,
7 Auburn St., Framingham, Mass.

USE THIS BLANK FOR SUBSCRIBING
Now. more than
"WORD and WORK/' 7 Auburn Street, Framinc-

ever, you need

WORD

everv
montlr-Send in subscriptions For your
friends and for mis• I
1
sionarit-s.

AND

WOR K

I

WoRD AND WOR K

ham, Massachusetts:- Please send Word and Work
to the address given below--for which I enclose;
$2.50 for 3 years - -$1.00 for 1 year
(Canada and foreign, 25c per year ex!J'a.)

Name

is the oldest Pentocostal magn ine pub•;,l,~d. Founded ill

St. or R. F. D .......... .................................................. ...

1878.

City ....................... ................ .. .....

State ............... .

